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single line regex? I have to check if this string is valid or not "\u0059\u0054" I need to consider this:
Valid: "\u0059\u0054" "\u0057\u0054" Invalid: "\u0051" A: This should work:
/^(?:\u0059|\u0057)+(?=\u0054$)/ Molecular characterization and phylogeny of two putative duck,
mouse and rat adenovirus 1 strains. Genomic sequences of two putative duck adenovirus 1 (duck
adV-1), mouse adenovirus 1 (MAdV-1) and rat adenovirus 1 (RAdV-1) strains, previously isolated
from wild, native ducks (Cairina moschata) and their respective wild, native mice (Mus musculus)
and rats (Rattus norvegicus) in Japan, were determined. The five linear dsDNA genomes were found
to have a length of about 25.1 kb, which is slightly smaller than other duck adV-1 sequences. The
genomic sequences of the two duck adV-1 isolates were most closely related to FAdV-10, the
prototype of the species AdV-10 in the genus Mastadenovirus in the family Adenoviridae. The
genomic sequences of the mouse and rat adenovirus strains contained the most common and
conserved 30-bp repeat units in known AdV-1 sequences. These are also observed in the two duck
adV-1 isolates. The lengths of the variable hexon and penton base genes of the seven sequences
examined were the same as observed for human AdV-1. The viral-induced cellular receptor-binding
penton base-binding motif was identical between
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